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ABSTRACT The genome of thylakoidless cyanobacterium Gloeobacter violaceus encodes a fast-cycling rhodopsin capable of
light-driven proton transport. We characterize the dark state, the photocycle, and the proton translocation pathway of GR spec-
troscopically. The dark state of GR contains predominantly all-trans-retinal and, similar to proteorhodopsin, does not show the
light/dark adaptation. We found an unusually strong coupling between the conformation of the retinal and the site of Glu132,
the homolog of Asp96 of BR. Although the photocycle of GR is similar to that of proteorhodopsin in general, it differs in accumu-
lating two intermediates typical for BR, the L-like and the N-like states. The latter state has a deprotonated cytoplasmic proton
donor and is spectrally distinct from the strongly red-shifted N intermediate known for proteorhodopsin. The proton uptake
precedes the release and occurs during the transition to the O intermediate. The proton translocation pathway of GR is similar
to those of other proton-pumping rhodopsins, involving homologs of BR Schiff base proton acceptor and donor Asp85 and Asp96
(Asp121 and Glu132). We assigned a pair of FTIR bands (positive at 1749 cm1 and negative at 1734 cm1) to the protonation and
deprotonation, respectively, of these carboxylic acids.INTRODUCTION
Microbial rhodopsins are ubiquitous retinal-binding
membrane proteins with ion-transporting and photosensory
functions. The archetypal well-studied microbial rhodopsins
are of haloarchaeal origin and are best represented by the
light-driven proton pump BR. PR is a eubacterial homolog
of BR originally found in uncultured marine g-proteobacteria
(1). Similar to BR, it binds all-trans-retinal covalently and
performs transmembrane light-driven proton translocation,
implying that it can be used as a supplementary source of
energy (1–3). The exact contribution of the PR-dependent
bioenergetic pathway is still controversial and may vary
with the taxonomy of the host (4–7). In the past few years it
was realized that there are thousands of different PR species,
with great taxonomic, ecological, structural, spectral, and,
possibly, functional diversity (8–14). The last is suggested
not only by the analysis of the primary structures (11) but
also by the presence of both fast (typical for ion pumps)
and slow (typical for photosensors) photocycles and corre-
sponding photoelectric signals (15,16). Genes encoding PR-
like proteins are found not only ina-, b-, andg-proteobacteria
but also in Bacteroidetes, Actinobacteria, Planctomycetes,
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0006-3495/09/02/1471/11 $2.00Firmicutes, and Cyanobacteria (8,12,17,18) as well as in
marine archaea and some dinoflagellates, which probably ob-
tained them by lateral gene transfer (19,20).
Most of the biophysical studies done on the original green-
absorbing PR (1) expressed inEscherichia coli imply the BR-
like nature of the light-driven proton translocation. Under
physiological conditions (mildly alkaline pH), PR transports
protons light-dependently in the extracellular direction in
liposomes, oocytes, andE. coli cells (16,21,22). Accordingly,
it shows light-induced spectral changes in the infrared region
of strongly bound water characteristic for transport rhodop-
sins (23). The photocycle of PR is relatively fast, and it
showed most of the photointermediates known for BR, with
the apparent exception of the L intermediate (21,24,25).
Finally, a combination of site-directed mutagenesis and
time-resolved spectroscopy showed that the homologs of
the primary proton acceptor (Asp85, present as Asp97 in PR)
and donor (Asp96, present as Glu108 in PR) of the Schiff
base of BR are involved in proton translocation in PR as
well (24). On the other hand, there are many notable differ-
ences between PR and BR, the most interesting one being
the unusually high pKa of Asp
97 (7.1–7.6), which may be
related to the alkaline character of the marine environment
(21,24). This can originate from the structural differences in
the extracellular half of PR, such as the absence of the pair
of proton-releasing glutamates (Glu194 and Glu204 of BR),
weaker coupling of the Schiff base counterion to Arg94
(Arg82 of BR), its unique interaction with Asn230 and His75,
and a relatively strong hydration of Asp227 (Asp212 of BR)
(26–29).
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genomes, only two rhodopsin species have been found.
The first one is a unique photosensory rhodopsin from
Anabaena (Nostoc) sp. PCC7120 (ASR) (30), possibly
serving as a receptor for phycobilin biosynthesis. The second
rhodopsin was found in a thylakoidless unicellular cyano-
bacterium Gloeobacter violaceus PCC 7421 (31). Its primary
structure resembles that of PR, and because it has a glutamate
residue at the position of the Schiff base proton donor, it was
suggested to have a proton-pumping function as well (32).
Indeed, when expressed in E. coli, GR demonstrates light-
driven proton transport and correspondingly fast photocycle
(A. R. Choi, L. Shi, L. S. Brown, and K.-H. Jung, unpub-
lished). It should be noted that the exact physiological role
of such proton-pumping rhodopsin in the presence of the
proton gradient-generating chlorophyll-based photosynthetic
apparatus is puzzling. Even though the amino acid sequence
of GR is closer to that of PR than of BR, it forms a separate
cluster together with XR, the carotenoid-associated proton
pump from Salinibacter ruber (33,34), and a few other
sequences from proteobacteria, actinobacteria, and Chloro-
flexii (8,12). The recently obtained crystal structure of XR
(35) may give more hints toward general structural features
of this group of rhodopsins, in particular, participation of
a His side chain in the extracellular hydrogen-bonded
network and unusual connectivity of the cytoplasmic Glu
(homolog of Asp96 of BR) to the Schiff base-forming Lys.
In this work, we tried to define the pathway of proton
translocation in the photocycle of GR using the combination
of site-directed mutagenesis, heterologous expression, and
three kinds of spectroscopy, including Raman, time-resolved
FTIR, and time-resolved visible. We compared characteris-
tics of the photocycle and the dark state of GR with those
of PR and BR and concluded that overall path of proton
transport involves the same carboxylic residues (homologs
of BR’s Asp85 and Asp96). At the same time, we found
that the photocycle and the dark state of GR are different
from those of both PR and BR in several respects. In addition
to substantially lower pKa of the Schiff base counterion
Asp121 (A. R. Choi, L. Shi, L. S. Brown, and K.-H. Jung,
unpublished), the most interesting features of GR are an
apparent accumulation of the BR-like N intermediate with
the deprotonated cytoplasmic proton donor Glu132 and
unusually strong coupling between this proton donor and
the retinal.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Heterologous expression of the wild-type
and mutant GR
The heterologous expression of wild-type GR in E. coli as well as production
of GR mutants are described in detail elsewhere (A. R. Choi, L. Shi, L. S.
Brown, and K.-H. Jung, unpublished). Briefly, genomic DNA of
Gloeobacter violaceous was used to amplify the gene encoding GR by
standard PCR using nondegenerate primers 50ATGTTGATGACC
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E. coli strain DH5a was used for the cloning, and transformants were grown
in LB medium in the presence of ampicillin (50 mg/mL) at 35C. The ampli-
fication product was inserted under the lacUV5 promoter into the pKJ900
plasmid, which also carried a gene for b-carotene dioxygenase under
pBAD promoter (36). GR was expressed in E. coli strain b/UT, which
was constructed by transforming plasmid pORANGE into UT5600, result-
ing in the ability to synthesize b-carotene (36). b/UT cells transformed
with pKJ900 were able to produce retinal and GR endogenously after being
induced with 1 mM IPTG and 0.2% L-(þ)-arabinose for 24 h at 30C. The
pKJ900 plasmid encoding wild-type gloeoopsin was used as a template for
site-directed mutagenesis. Site-directed mutagenesis was carried out with the
two-step megaprimer PCR method with Pfu polymerase (36).
Isolation, puriﬁcation, and reconstitution of GR
The typical protein yields were in the range of 2–5 mg of GR per liter of
culture, which produces E. coli membranes with an intense color and
negligible cytochrome bands (around 410 nm). Isolation of the GR-contain-
ing E. coli membranes, their treatment with DM and incorporation into
polyacrylamide gels was performed as described for ASR (37). For vibra-
tional spectroscopy and proton kinetics, further purification was performed
via solubilization in DM, Ni2þ-NTA resin binding, and reconstitution into
DMPC/DMPA liposomes as described earlier (37). The notable difference
between GR and other His-tagged microbial rhodopsins is its relatively
fast rate of hydrolysis of the C-terminus, so that His-tag purification had
to be performed using freshly isolated membranes.
Spectroscopy in the visible and infrared ranges
Static visible spectra were collected using a Cary 50 spectrophotometer
(Varian, Palo Alto, CA). Time-resolved laser difference spectroscopy in
the visible range and global multiexponential fitting of the data were per-
formed as before (37,38). Static Raman spectra were collected using either
a Renishaw (Toronto, Ontario, Canada) Raman Imaging Microscope,
System 2000, with excitation at 785 nm, or Bruker (Billerica, MA) FRA
106/s accessory to the IFS66vs spectrometer, with excitation at 1024 nm,
at 2 cm1 resolution, using concentrated suspensions of GR liposomes.
Time-resolved rapid-scan FTIR difference spectra were measured in trans-
mission mode using Bruker IFS66vs spectrometer as described elsewhere
(37,38), using fast return and 4 cm1 spectral resolution. The interferogram
acquisition time was 12 ms.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characterization of the dark state of GR by Raman
spectroscopy
Similar to many other microbial rhodopsins, GR exists in
two spectral forms in a pH-dependent equilibrium, involving
the bluish acidic (lmax z 550 nm) and reddish alkaline
(lmax z 543 nm) pigments. The transition between the
two forms was found to be rather broad, with the midpoint
at pH z 5 (A. R. Choi, L. Shi, L. S. Brown, and K.-H.
Jung, unpublished), which is higher than that for BR but
lower than for PR and XR (24,39). For this reason, we chose
to study the alkaline (proton-pumping) form of GR at pH 9 to
avoid contamination by the acidic form. First, we character-
ized the chromophore of GR by preresonance Raman spec-
troscopy (Fig. 1 A), using GR reconstituted into DMPC/
DMPA liposomes to increase the protein concentration and
purity. The basic features of the spectra in the fingerprint
Hþ Transport in Gloeobacter Rhodopsin 1473FIGURE 1 Preresonance Raman spectra (excited at
1024 nm, Bruker FRA 106/s) of DMPC/DMPA liposomes
containing GR variants at room temperature. (A) Wild-type
at pD 9 and pH 9 (0.1 M NaCl þ 0.05 M KH2PO4 þ
0.05 M CHES), and at pH 3 (0.1 M NaCl þ 0.05 M
KH2PO4 þ 0.05 M sodium citrate); (B) E132Q at pH 5
(0.1 M NaCl þ 0.05 M KH2PO4 þ 0.05 M MES) and
pH 9, and D121N at pH 9.region are consistent with the retinal chromophore being in
the all-trans-configuration (40), with predominant C-C
stretches at 1199 and 1165/1171 cm1, almost the same as
for PR (24). Because the accumulation of the Raman spectra
can proceed for many hours, thermal isomerization of the
chromophore (dark adaptation) should be considered. We
checked for the presence of the dark adaptation using both
visible and Raman spectroscopy and have not detected
appreciable blue shifts in the visible absorption maximum
(not shown) or the appearance of the 1185 cm1 band
characteristic of 13-cis-retinal (41) in 8 h. The lack of the
appreciable dark adaptation is reminiscent of that of PR as
studied by Raman and FTIR spectroscopies (24) as well as
by solid-state NMR (42).
The observed position of the C¼N stretching vibration at
~1650 cm1 is typical for the protonated Schiff base of
retinal (43) and is higher than that for BR but lower than
for PR (27,28). The actual position of this band may be
slightly different because of the distortion given by minor
contribution of the protein amide I vibrations at
1660 cm1. On deuteration, this Schiff base vibration
downshifts to 1624 cm1 (Fig. 1 A), which indicates strong
counterion, similar to that of PR (27,28,42). Other H/D-
exchange dependent bands of interest identifiable from our
data include in-plane N-H/N-D bending vibrations of the
Schiff base at 1336/978 cm1 and combination bands of
the retinal C12-C13 stretch with the Schiff base lysine rocks
at 1240 and 1165 cm1, which lose their intensity on deuter-
ation (40,44,45). Interestingly, the main ethylenic stretch
upshifts by 4 cm1 and broadens on the H/D exchange
(also observed by FTIR, see Fig. 6), which is untypical for
all-trans-BR (40). It is possible that such upshift and broad-ening represent higher 13-cis-retinal content of the deuter-
ated sample, as also suggested by the stronger 1185 cm1
C-C stretching vibration band of the chromophore.
The major ethylenic (C¼C) stretching band shifts from
1531 to 1524 cm1 on transition to the acidic form of GR
at pH 3, presumably accompanied by protonation of the
Schiff base counterion (Fig. 1 A), consistent with the corre-
lation of the position of this band with the maximum in the
visible spectral range (46). The fingerprint region of the
acidic form indicates that it also contains predominantly
all-trans-retinal, unlike in BR, where a significant amount
of 13-cis-species is present (47). It was found that when
the putative Schiff base counterion Asp121 (the homolog of
BR’s Asp85) was replaced, the D121N mutant existed as
a bluish pigment (lmax z 560 nm), similar to the acidic
form of the wild-type, but in the wide pH range (A. R.
Choi, L. Shi, L. S. Brown, and K.-H. Jung, unpublished),
as expected from the neutralization of the counterion.
Accordingly, the Raman spectrum of the D121N mutant
(Fig. 1 B) looks similar to that of the acidic species of GR
(Fig. 1 A) with the main ethylenic stretch at 1525 cm1,
but with a higher proportion of the 13-cis species as evident
from a shoulder at 1183 cm1. Similar to the acidic form of
the wild-type but much more pronounced, the 1171 cm1
C-C stretch is strongly enhanced, reminiscent of the homol-
ogous D97N mutant and the acidic form of PR (24) and the O
intermediate of BR (48). This enhancement may be a general
feature of the protonated all-trans-retinal Schiff bases with
the protonated carboxylic counterion.
Unexpectedly, the GR mutant, in which the homolog of
BR’s cytoplasmic proton donor of the Schiff base (Asp96)
is replaced (E132Q), turned into the bluish pigment on
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containing E132Q showed that the pKa of the transition
between acidic and alkaline forms (presumably the pKa
of Asp121) is upshifted by at least 2 pH units (A. R. Choi,
L. Shi, L. S. Brown, and K.-H. Jung, unpublished), which
was not observed in the homologous E108Q mutant of PR
(24). This would indicate unusually strong coupling of the
Glu132 site with the retinal Schiff base vicinity, much
stronger than that observed for BR and fungal rhodopsins
(49,50), but consistent with a recent structure of XR (35).
We tested the perturbation of retinal configuration in the
E132Q mutant by measuring Raman spectra of its acidic
(pH 5, higher than for the wild-type) and alkaline (pH 9)
forms (Fig. 1 B). The positions of the ethylenic stretches
are similar to those observed for the corresponding forms
of the wild-type GR (Fig. 1 A), but the bands look broader,
especially at pH 5, implying the presence of the extra
species. Indeed, the fingerprint regions indicate major contri-
bution of 13-cis species as obvious from the 1181 cm1 peak
for the alkaline form, which is much stronger than in the
wild-type. The effect is even more dramatic for the acidic
form of the E132Q mutant, where the dominant
1183 cm1 C-C stretch and the strong 1543 cm1 shoulder
of the 1524 cm1 ethylenic C¼C stretch are observed. Splits
of the ethylenic stretch of similar magnitude were observed
for the 13-cis-15-anti-protonated retinal Schiff bases, or the
N-like states (51,52), possibly implying a more cytoplasmi-
cally open conformation of this mutant at low pH. The
dramatic increase of the 13-cis content in the blue species
on a mutation in the cytoplasmic portion is similar to that
observed for D85N/F42C mutant of BR (52), where it was
proposed to originate from the negative charge of Asp96
leading to the formation of the N-like state. This argument
is not applicable to the situation in the E132Q mutant, as
the homologous residue is neutral, but points at the strong
coupling of this site with the retinal. Additional evidence
of the perturbation of the retinal by the E132Q replacement
comes from the downshifted position of the Schiff base C¼N
stretching vibration (1647 cm1 vs. 1650 cm1 in the wild-
type), consistent with the higher 13-cis content.
Proton translocation steps in the photocycle
of GR studied by time-resolved spectroscopy
in the visible range
At neutral pH, the photocycle of GR is relatively fast, with
a characteristic time of turnover <100 ms, characteristic
for proton pumps (not shown). We studied the details of
the photocycle at pH 9 (to monitor pure alkaline form),
where it is somewhat slower than at neutral pH but similar
in other respects. The last time constant of the GR photo-
cycle is ~140 ms (Figs. 2 and 3), comparable to the turnover
of the photocycle of PR under similar conditions (24). An
overall character of the photocycle of GR (Fig. 2) is similar
to that of the alkaline form of PR under the same conditions
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intermediates (faster K-like and slower O-like) dominate
the absorption changes. Even less M intermediate than an
already low amount observed for PR accumulates in the
blue spectral region, probably due to its extremely fast (sub-
millisecond) decay. On the other hand, the detailed global
multiexponential analysis (Fig. 3) reveals significant
differences between the photocycles of GR and PR. We
detect six statistically valid exponential processes, which
correspond to the transitions between mixtures of the inter-
mediates (21,53), with the characteristic times t1 11 ms, t2
110 ms, t3 640 ms, t4 3.2 ms, t5 22 ms, and t6 140 ms.
The initial spectrum in Fig. 3 represents the K-GR difference
spectrum, and from the spectral shapes of the kinetic
components (where negative absorption means formation
of intermediate(s), whereas the positive absorption corre-
sponds to their disappearance), it can be assumed that t1
and t2 correspond to the transition of the K-like intermediate
to the L/M mixture, t3 to the transition of the L/M mixture to
the N/O mixture, and t4 to the transition of N to O during the
reequilibration of the N/O mixture (probably involving
a substate of the O intermediate). The last two kinetic
components t5 and t6 correspond to the return of the final
mixture to the parent state, possibly via an additional inter-
mediate spectrally similar to the ground state, as was postu-
lated for PR (25).
The most striking difference between the photocycles of
GR and PR is the apparent presence of the L-like and the
N-like intermediates (Fig. 3). The L-like intermediate was
not detected for PR either in similar membrane preparations
(24,25) or in liposomes (21) but can exist in different lipid
compositions (25) (S. Pierobon, L. Shi, and L. S. Brown,
unpublished). From the broad shallow short-wavelength
feature in the spectra of the three fastest components in
Fig. 3, it appears that the L intermediate of GR exists in
extremely fast equilibrium with the M state (as indicated
FIGURE 2 Kinetics of the light-induced absorption changes in the photo-
cycle of wild-type GR in DM-treated E. coli membranes encased in poly-
acrylamide gel and incubated at pH 9, 100 mM NaCl, 50 mM KH2PO4,
50 mM CHES, room temperature. The kinetics was measured every 20 nm.
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same sign at both 400 nm and 500 nm). The extremely
shallow character of the negative features in the first two
spectra can probably be explained by combination of the
relatively low extinction coefficients of the L and M states,
spectral overlap of L and K, and the simultaneous presence
of the L and M intermediates forming from a single K state.
It should be noted that in DMPC/DMPA liposomes of GR,
the kinetics of absorption changes at 457 nm hint at the accu-
mulation (peaked at ~50 ms) of the L intermediate as well
(Fig. 4). The N-like intermediate was detected in PR before
(21,24,25), but in the membrane preparations similar to our
GR samples it was postulated to be represented by a strongly
red-shifted, O-like species, having a 13-cis configuration of
the retinal. On the other hand, only slightly red-shifted
FIGURE 3 Spectra of the kinetic components of the photocycle extracted
by global multiexponential analysis of the data in Fig. 2. The spectrum
labeled ‘‘initial’’ represents extrapolation of the fit to zero time point. Char-
acteristic times of the spectral components are t1 11 ms, t2 110 ms, t3 640 ms,
t4 3.2 ms, t5 22 ms, and t6 140 ms. The negative absorption means forma-
tion of intermediate(s), whereas the positive absorption corresponds to their
disappearance. See text for details.N species were found in PR liposomes in a complex mixture
with strongly red-shifted O-like species (21) (S. Pierobon,
L. Shi, and L. S. Brown, unpublished). What we observe in
GR-containing E. coli membranes (Fig. 3, especially obvious
from the spectra of the processes with t3 and t4) is more
similar to the situation in BR, where the N intermediate
with a spectrum close to that of the parent state (slightly
blue-shifted for BR, slightly red-shifted for GR) clearly
precedes the strongly red-shifted O intermediate. This inter-
pretation is strongly supported by our time-resolved FTIR
analysis presented below (see Fig. 6). We believe that the
true (not strongly red-shifted) N intermediate exists in PR
as well but can be easily observed only in GR and some
PR preparations in artificial lipids (S. Pierobon, L. Shi, and
L. S. Brown, unpublished) because of the much faster decay
of the M intermediate, which merges with the O intermediate
otherwise, preventing accumulation of the distinct N inter-
mediate. In principle, according to the molecular definition
of the N intermediate, its spectral maximum should be
blue-shifted compared to the parent state, as it has a relaxed
13-cis chromophore. It should be noted that this basic
assumption can be challenged because the N spectrum can
be affected by the changed protein environment, as may be
the case in PR and in some BR mutants. Our findings
show that GR is ‘‘normal’’ (wild-type BR-like) in this
respect.
We studied kinetics of the proton release and uptake in the
photocyle of GR using the pH-sensitive dye pyranine (54) at
pH 7.4, well above the pKa of the counterion and still within
the range of sensitivity of the dye. We had to use DMPC/
DMPA liposomes, as the proton signal was hard to detect
in the membranes because of their high buffering capacity
FIGURE 4 Kinetics of the light-induced proton release and uptake
measured by the absorption changes of 100 mM pyranine in the unbuffered
suspension of DMPC/DMPA liposomes of the wild-type GR in 5 mM NaCl,
pH 7.4, at room temperature. The upward deflection of the pyranine signal at
457 nm (with the photocycle signal subtracted) corresponds to the proton
uptake.
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1476 Miranda et al.FIGURE 5 Kinetics of the light-induced absorption changes in the photocycles of GR variants in DM-treated E. coli membranes encased in polyacrylamide
gels. (A) Wild-type; (B) D121N; (C) E132Q; and (D) E132D. Conditions: pH 9 (0.1 M NaCl þ 0.05 M KH2PO4 þ 0.05 M CHES), room temperature. The
differences in the amplitudes and noise levels reflect the differences in the expression, the early part of the 132Q kinetics is removed because of the high noise.
Relatively high noise of the earlier parts of the traces is caused by the smoothing of the later parts during linear-to-logarithmic conversion.and relatively low concentration of GR. The obtained proton
kinetics shows the proton uptake (around 10 ms time)
preceding the release at the end of the photocycle (Fig. 4).
Such proton kinetics is very similar to that of PR in E. coli
membranes (24) but not in micelles (55) and is consistent
with the absence of the extracellular glutamates (homologs
of BR’s Glu194 and Glu204) responsible for the fast proton
release (56,57). It should be noted that the kinetics of the
proton uptake lags behind the rise of the signal at 620 nm,
reflecting the reequilibration of the N/O mixture (Fig. 4).
Such kinetic uncoupling implies that the proton uptake by
Glu132 occurs between the N and O intermediates (or
between the two substates of the O intermediate), which
reequilibrate on the timescale of a few milliseconds (see
the spectrum of the process with t4, Fig. 3). This is also
confirmed by FTIR (see Fig. 6 below), where reprotonation
of the cytoplasmic carboxylate is observed in the same time
domain.
To learn the nature of the primary proton donor and
acceptor of the Schiff base, we compared the photocycle of
the wild-type GR with those of several mutants at pH 9
(Fig. 5). From the Raman spectra shown above (Fig. 1), it
can be expected that, in analogy to BR and PR, Asp121
(homolog of Asp85 of BR) serves not only as a counterion
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Thus, one can expect to see no appreciable Schiff base
deprotonation (M intermediate) in the photocycle of the
D121N mutant of GR. This is indeed what was observed,
as both the positive absorption change at 420 nm (M) and
absorption changes of the later intermediates produced
from M (at 620 nm) disappear in the D121N mutant’s photo-
cycle (Fig. 5 B). The observed photocycle is very similar to
that in the acidic form of PR and its homologous D97N
mutant (21,24), suggesting that Asp121 is indeed the primary
proton acceptor for the retinal Schiff base.
If Glu132 (the homolog of Asp96 of BR) serves as a proton
donor for the Schiff base of GR, one has to expect that the
E132Q mutant will have a very slow decay of the M interme-
diate corresponding to the reprotonation of the Schiff base
from the bulk, as was shown for homologous E108Q mutant
of PR (24). The situation is complicated by the fact that the
dark state of the E132Q mutant is substantially contaminated
by the 13-cis species (see above, Fig. 1 B). We found that
both the replacement of Glu132 and the presence of 13-cis-
retinal are reflected in the photocycle of E132Q (Fig. 5 C).
First, the M decay becomes very slow (several seconds at
pH 9), reflecting inefficient reprotonation of the Schiff
base in the absence of the internal proton donor. Second,
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13-cis cycle (and, possibly, slow O intermediate of the
trans-cycle) are observed as a strong positive signal at
620 nm, coexisting with the M intermediate. Because the
E132Q mutation produces such dramatic global conforma-
tional effects, it is not possible to make a clear-cut conclusion
on the proton-donating role of Glu132 just based on this
mutant phenotype. Thus, a second, less perturbing mutation
E132D was introduced at this site. The photocycle of the
E132D mutant (Fig. 5 D) is not very different from that of
the wild-type, but the decay of M is delayed ~10-fold,
consistent with the proton-donating role of Glu132, as
Asp132 may have somewhat higher pKa than Glu. Addition-
ally, the photocycle turnover in this mutant is several times
slower than in the wild-type. Even though the phenotypes
of E132Q and E132D mutants are suggestive, an additional
verification of the nature of the proton donor of the Schiff
base had to be done using FTIR spectroscopy (see below).
Veriﬁcation of the proton translocation pathway
by time-resolved FTIR spectroscopy
To verify the proton translocation pathway suggested by the
results from the visible spectroscopy (see above) and to gain
more detailed molecular information on the late intermedi-
ates of the photocycle, we performed rapid-scan FTIR
measurements on the DMPC/DMPA liposomes of GR in
the tens of milliseconds time domain (Fig. 6). The measure-
ments were performed at 2C to slow down the photocycle to
observe the pure N intermediate, which equilibrates with the
O state in a few milliseconds at room temperature (Fig. 3).
Comparison of the spectra for the first and the second time
points (Fig. 6, B and C, so-called first and second slices, at
1 ms and 50 ms delays after the laser flash, but note the
12-ms interferogram acquisition time) confirms our
conclusions on the BR-like character of the last part of the
photocycle, in which the N-like (not strongly red-shifted)
intermediate precedes the O-like (strongly red-shifted) one.
Moreover, the FTIR spectra give molecular characteristics
of these two states, which are also BR-like rather than PR-
like, using the following criteria. First, the main ethylenic
stretch at 1513 cm1 (corresponding to red-shifted interme-
diates) has a low amplitude in the first but not in the second
slice, unlike in PR (24), which is consistent with the forma-
tion of the O-like product on this timescale. Accordingly, in
the first slice, we observe a positive ethylenic stretch (with
a possible contribution from the amide-II) at 1544 cm1,
which decreases in amplitude in the second slice. This could
be interpreted as a decay of a classic, not strongly red-
shifted, N-like intermediate (which has a double ethylenic
stretch in BR (58)). Second, in the fingerprints region,
a strong negative C-C stretch at 1203 cm1 with the
corresponding positive 1185 cm1 band indicative of
13-cis-retinal (41) in the first slice is replaced with very
weak negative band at 1203 cm1 and a strong 1169 cm1shoulder on the 1185 cm1 band (Fig. 6 C), which shows
the accumulation of a product with distorted all-trans-retinal
(45,48). Additionally, the strong D2O-sensitive 1400 cm
1
band (presumably, coupled N-H and C15-H in-plane
bending) in the first slice, which is characteristic for the
N intermediate, is replaced by the strong 1431 cm1 band
(possibly, retinal methyl deformation) typical for the O inter-
mediate of BR (45,58) in the second slice. Taken together,
these results strongly suggest that in GR a classic, not
strongly red-shifted, N intermediate with 13-cis-retinal and
BR-like characteristics equilibrates with rather typical
O intermediate with twisted all-trans-retinal during a few
milliseconds after the photoexcitation. On the other hand,
despite the BR-like character of the retinal changes in the
photocycle, the protein changes are quite different. For
example, strong amide I bands present in both slices (nega-
tive 1660 cm1 and positive 1672 cm1 and 1626 cm1)
are not typical for BR, but the former two are close to those
observed for PR (21). An additional negative band at 1643
cm1 can be assigned to the C¼N stretch of the Schiff
base, as it shifts to around 1624 cm1 (the exact position
FIGURE 6 Light-induced rapid-scan FTIR difference spectra of DMPC/
DMPA liposome films with the wild-type GR measured at 2C, hydrated
with 0.1 M NaCl þ 0.05 M KH2PO4 þ 0.05 M CHES in H2O or D2O.
(A) pD 9, 1 ms delay; (B) pH 9, 1 ms delay; and (C) pH 9, 50 ms delay,
but note the 12-ms interferogram acquisition time.
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tive amide I band) in D2O (Fig. 6), consistent with the results
of Raman spectroscopy (Fig. 1).
Similarly, the positions of the C¼O stretches of proton-
ated carboxylic acids (positive at 1749 cm1 and negative
at 1734 cm1, downshifting to 1740/1727 cm1 in D2O,
Fig. 6 A) are closer to those in PR (21,24) than in BR.
This should not be surprising considering the absence of
the extracellular dyad of glutamates, the presence of
glutamate as a homolog of Asp96 of BR, and the absence
of the homolog of Asp115 (which usually contributes to
this spectral region) in both PR and GR. The positive
1749 cm1 band can be tentatively assigned to the proton-
ation of the primary proton acceptor, Asp121 (1755 cm1
for the homologs in PR and BR (21,24,45)), and the corre-
sponding negative band of the deprotonated species may
be located at 1389 cm1 (for the homologs, 1384 cm1 in
PR (21) and 1385 cm1 in BR (59); the strong negative
band at 1734 cm1, which decreases its amplitude in the
second slice, should be assigned to the deprotonation of
the primary proton donor, Glu132 (for the homologs,
1728 cm1 in PR (21,24), 1742 cm1 in BR (58), and
1720 cm1 in the D96E mutant of BR (60)). It should be
noted that the homologous negative band in PR does not
develop appreciably (21,24), especially in E. coli
membranes, consistent with the weak accumulation of the
N intermediate. The noted decrease of the amplitude of
this negative band concomitant with the N/O transition
is consistent with the reprotonation of Glu132 detected as
a proton uptake on the same timescale (Fig. 4). Thus, we
can conclude that, unlike in PR in E. coli membranes (24)
but similar to BR, we observe the true N state with the depro-
tonated cytoplasmic proton donor, 13-cis-retinal, and
a visible spectrum similar to that of the parent state (so-called
N1 state (61)).
To confirm the tentative assignments of the bands for
carboxylic acids and thus define the proton translocation
pathway, we measured light-induced FTIR difference
spectra of several GR mutants (Fig. 7). First, if Asp121 is
the proton acceptor of the Schiff base as suggested by the
visible spectroscopy (Fig. 5), one should not see signals of
protonation of Asp121 and deprotonation of Glu132 in the
D121N mutant, as its photocycle does not accumulate the
late intermediates (M, N, O). Indeed, we do not observe
any signals from protonated carboxylic acids in this mutant
(Fig. 7 B, done at pH 7 to avoid the titration of the Schiff
base), whereas the retinal bands (1514 cm1 ethylenic,
1172 cm1 C-C stretch) suggest the presence of all-trans
red-shifted late intermediate(s). Second, if Glu132 is indeed
the cytoplasmic proton donor for the Schiff base, one expects
to see the signal of protonation of Asp121 but not the negative
carboxylic band at 1734 cm1 in the E132Q mutant. Because
the photocycle of E132Q is extremely slow (Fig. 5), we used
static light-dark difference FTIR spectroscopy of the photo-
stationary mixture, which is supposed to be dominated by the
Biophysical Journal 96(4) 1471–1481M intermediate because of its slow decay. Unfortunately, the
emerging picture is much more complex because of the
presence of even slower red-shifted intermediate(s), some
of which belong to the 13-cis cycle (Figs. 1 and 5). As
expected from this, the FTIR spectrum of the photostationary
mixture of intermediates of the E132Q photocycle (Fig. 7 C)
shows the retinal bands associated with the red-shifted inter-
mediates with protonated Schiff base (1186 cm1 and
1178 cm1 C-C stretches, and 1514 cm1 and 1522 cm1
C¼C stretches), but the exact interpretation of these bands
is difficult because of the possibility of secondary photo-
chemistry. More importantly, the carboxylic stretch region
of E132Q shows the band at 1749 cm1 caused by proton-
ation of Asp121 but not the sharp negative band at
1734 cm1 tentatively assigned to Glu132. Thus, it appears
that Glu132 serves as a Schiff base proton donor, and its
deprotonation in the N intermediate is manifested by the
appearance of the negative 1734 cm1 band. At the same
time, it may be dangerous to base such conclusion using
the mutant as globally perturbed as E132Q. We double-
checked our assignment using another, less perturbing,
mutant E132D (Fig. 7 D). In a homologous mutant of PR
(E108D), the 1728 cm1 band of Glu108 is upshifted to
1744 cm1 for Asp108 (24). If we expect a shift of the
FIGURE 7 Light-induced rapid-scan FTIR difference spectra of DMPC/
DMPA liposome films with the GR variants: (A) wild-type, 1 ms delay at
2C, pH 9 (0.1 M NaCl þ 0.05 M KH2PO4 þ 0.05 M CHES); (B)
D121N, 1 ms delay at 7C, pH 7 (0.1 M NaCl þ 0.05 M KH2PO4); (C)
E132Q, photostationary (>540 nm illumination) light-dark difference at
20C, pH 9; and (D) E132D, 1 ms delay at 2C, pH 9, but note the 12-ms
interferogram acquisition time.
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E132D mutant may overlap with the positive band of
Asp121 and disappear as a result of the cancellation. Indeed,
although we do not observe a strong negative band at
1734 cm1 in E132D, we can not detect its new, upshifted,
position. There is only a minor negative band at a lower
frequency (1726 cm1), but it is almost not D2O-sensitive
(not shown), probably coming from lipid esters. Although
all of this would be consistent with the expected band
overlap for Asp132 and Asp121, the relative amplitude of
the positive Asp121 band does not decrease as much as
expected. This can be explained by the lower amplitude of
the negative band of Asp132, which is expected from lower
accumulation of the N1 state because of the higher pKa of
Asp132. This is supported by the much slower rate of the
Schiff base reprotonation in the E132D mutant shown above
(Fig. 5). To sum up, the FTIR measurements of the GR
mutants support the BR-like proton translocation pathway,
where the homologs of BR’s Asp85 and Asp96 act as proton
acceptor and donor for the retinal Schiff base, respectively.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we provided biophysical characterization of
novel cyanobacterial light-driven proton pump from Gloeo-
bacter violaceus PCC 7421 (A. R. Choi, L. Shi, L. S. Brown,
and K.-H. Jung, unpublished), GR. We characterized the
dark state, the photochemical reaction cycle, and the proton
translocation pathway of GR using a combination of spectro-
scopic methods (in the infrared and visible ranges) with site-
directed mutagenesis. The general conclusion is that the
photochemistry and proton translocation pathway of GR
are proteorhodopsin-like, but with interesting differences,
which, in some respects, make GR look more BR-like. The
differences between GR and PR may reflect adaptation to
the freshwater environment (pH z 7.2 and low salt) of
Gloeobacter as opposed to the marine environment
(pH z 8.2 and high salt) of PR-harboring bacteria. The
main biospectroscopic features of GR can be summarized
as follows.
First, the dark state of GR contains primarily all-trans-
retinal both in its alkaline and acidic forms and does not
show appreciable signs of the dark or light adaptation.
This, along with the strong Schiff base counterion, makes
it similar to PR (24,27,42). Unexpectedly, the replacement
of Glu132, the putative cytoplasmic Schiff base proton donor
(the homolog of Asp96 of BR), led to a dramatic increase in
the 13-cis content of the dark state of GR in addition to the
shift of the equilibrium between the alkaline and acidic forms
described elsewhere (A. R. Choi, L. Shi, L. S. Brown, and
K.-H. Jung, unpublished). Although the coupling of the
retinal to the cytoplasmic carboxylic acid was shown for
mutants of BR and a fungal rhodopsin (49,50,52), this is
probably the strongest case of such coupling observed. Inter-
estingly, such a phenomenon was not detected in the homol-ogous E108Q mutant of PR (24). At the same time, the
observed strong coupling is consistent with the recent struc-
ture of homologous XR, where connectivity of the Schiff
base-forming Lys and cytoplasmic Glu is established in the
dark state (35). A possible significance of such coupling
for GR may be reflected in the observed greatly increased
rate of reprotonation of the Schiff base and a shift of the
M/N equilibrium toward N. This may create the much
needed unidirectional step in the photocycle, in the absence
of the early proton release ensuring unidirectionality of the
M1/M2 reaction in BR.
Second, the photocycle of GR is, in general, similar to that
of PR (25), having low accumulation of the M intermediate
and being dominated by the two red-shifted intermediates
(K-like and O-like). Similar to PR (24), the proton uptake
precedes the proton release. On the other hand, we observed
two striking BR-like features in the GR’s photocycle, which
were not observed for PR under similar conditions. We
detected the accumulation of the L-like and N-like
intermediates, and, importantly and differently from PR
(24), the N-like intermediate is not strongly red-shifted and
has a deprotonated cytoplasmic proton donor.
Finally, we established that the main participants in the
proton translocation pathway are the same in GR, PR, and
BR, with the primary proton acceptor of the Schiff base
being homologous to Asp85 and the cytoplasmic proton
donor to Asp96 of BR. We showed that the homolog of
Asp85 of BR (Asp121 in GR) serves as a Schiff base coun-
terion and a proton acceptor, and its protonation in the late
intermediates of the photocycle produces a distinct positive
vibrational band at 1749 cm1. The homolog of Asp96 of
BR (Glu132 in GR) deprotonates in the N intermediate,
producing negative vibrational band at 1734 cm1, and
reprotonates during the transition to the O intermediate,
concomitant with the proton uptake from the cytoplasmic
bulk.
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